
How the CNS works
You may be familiar with, or have heard reference to what is called the ‘Category Name Service’ (CNS), but what you probably are not fully aware of is the 
functional capability to which Netsweeper’s CNS performs. Our CNS is a collective and collaborative defense, in the cloud, with 500+ million users, but what  does 
that mean to the average IT administrator? 
 
Traditional web security uses URL filtering, which is the concept that any URL can be put into a category, and a policy can be enforced against that category. An 
obvious example would be, an adult site could be categorized as “Pornography” and maybe even “Adult and Open Mixed Content”, and a typical organization would 
have a policy that blocked those categories, preventing user access to that website.  While having a local database of URLs and their categories works for well-
known sites that stay relatively content consistent, it does not work for the millions of URLs added daily, and this is where the Netsweeper CNS comes into play. 

When any user, who is protected by the Netsweeper CNS, first encounters a website or URL that doesn’t already have a category rating in the local URL cache or 
from the URL database, the Netsweeper Platform will query the CNS for a category. The CNS will then respond with either a category from the cache in the cloud 
(if someone else has asked for the same URL recently), or it will use its real-time textual Artificial Intelligence (AI) capabilities to analyze the requested URL. The 
CNS analyzes multiple aspects of the requested URL including language content (30+ recognized languages), URL keywords, categorization by association where 
identified links on the same page point to a similar category, categorization by self-referencing, and other aspects ensuring that any single CNS request will return 
the intended results in a matter of seconds. Once the category/categories have been assigned to the URL, this information is updated in the CNS cache and 
immediately made available to the entire Netsweeper  community.
 
In addition to the CNS and administrators reporting specific URLs through the WebAdmin, Netsweeper also has a vast team of human content analysts that 
review, edit, and evolve the AI to correlate information across the Netsweeper platform.

The Netsweeper Category Name Service (CNS) is the industry’s most accurate, current and comprehensive solution for the 
classification of URLs. A proprietary cloud classification service, distributed globally and augmented by human inspection techniques 
categorizes and maintains the definitions of more than 90 categories in more than 30 languages. This dynamic URL categorization 
service not only classifies Internet for revenue generating opportunities, but also ensures protection against illicit content and 
advanced-targeted threats.

CATEGORY NAME SERVICE

Revenue Opportunities
Assists organizations that provide online media verification and campaign effectiveness solutions for brand marketers, agencies, advertising networks, 
demand side platforms, exchanges and digital publishers looking to ensure quality advertising placement and performance.

Reap the rewards of CPM and CPC/CPA through technology driven traffic, where media response pages with targeted Ads are displayed to users when:

• Accessing illicit Internet content;

• Accessing Internet content that may contain threats such as viruses, malware and phishing schemes;

• Accessing stagnant web pages/domains such as parked pages or under construction.

Network provisioned Parental Controls, enabling parents the flexibility in overseeing their children’s Internet activity. 

Network enforced Internet Acceptable Use Policies (AUP) for all sizes & types of businesses, providing insight of the use and abuse of your network, 
while increasing productivity.
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Dynamic Web Content Classification 
Our core proprietary technology reviews and categorizes new websites in 
real-time in over 90 categories. This Artificial Intelligence based system or 
CNS (Category Naming Service) uses the search activities patterns of more 
than 500 million devices worldwide to constantly classify new Web content 
and Web-borne threats. 

Policy Service
Define and manage web access privileges based on username, groups, time, 
day, protocol and much more. User based rights allow you to personalize 
access based on IP address, user, or group. Time and Calendar based rights 
enable you to grant web access specific days or hours, hence increasing 
productivity and capping bandwidth to ensure business-critical functions 
won’t be impacted.

Reports
Generate reports to review Internet usage on your network. Netsweeper 
Reporting service provides insight into network traffic or information on 
specific requests, websites, or users. This high-performance reporter 
can gather requests based on specified criteria and sort them, calculate 
statistics, and present results in tables and charts.

NSProxy – Selective SSL Decryption
NSProxy service is an advanced high speed proxy capable of delivering 6Gbps 
of SSL decryption throughput or support for up to 20,000 users/per server. 
NSProxy solves a key filtering issue as more Web sites become SSL-enabled. 

BYOD & Client Filters
Netsweeper is a device agnostic platform, although for off network usage 
simplify and protect with Netsweeper’s Client Filter Technology. Netsweeper 
develops and distributes native web filtering clients for Windows, MAC OSX, 
Chrome, Android, and iOS.

Application Controls
Netsweeper provides the most effective controls for managing Web 
applications, including the ability to control the use of leading social media 
applications such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Flickr, YouTube, LinkedIn 
and more. IT can apply policies based on a wide range of criteria, including 
user, group, applications, postings, and media transfer controls.

Malware, Phishing and Virus Protection
By correlating traffic and request trends with multiple detection technologies 
Netsweeper provides zero-day detection of known malware threats such as 
viruses, spyware, phishing frauds, and other forms of malicious code. 

Filtered DNS
Netsweeper makes security simple by providing a highly scalable embedded 
filtered DNS service. The service provides low latency, high availability and is 
a cost-effective way to make Netsweeper policy enforcement and services 
available to your users.

Tech Specs
Deployment Options
Network TAP/Bridge Port mirroring
Inline NS Proxy & Squid Proxy ISA Server
Cisco/Sandvine/Procera/Niagara Integrations
Web API for Custom portal development
Virtualized deployment options: Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, 
VMware
 
Netsweeper System Requirements
Minimum recommended:  3GHz processor, 16GB RAM, 2x100GB HD, 
2 NICs (system requirements vary widely based on traffic volume and 
deployment model)

Netsweeper NS Proxy System Requirements
Minimum recommended:  3GHz processor, 16GB RAM, 2x100GB 
HD, 2 NICs (system requirements vary widely based on traffic volume)

Authentication
Integrations to LDAP, Active Directory, eDirectory, Radius, 
Captive Portal - Transparent authentication options, Microsoft IIS 
Authenticated Redirect Portal, Single Sign On (SSO) for Google and 
Microsoft
 
Scalability 
Proven customer deployments from hundreds to millions of endpoints 
on networks with 100Gbps (or more) in traffic.
 
WebAdmin Language Support
Arabic, English, French, German, Greek, Japanese, Portuguese, 
Russian, Thai and Turkish


